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Main Aspects of Border Crossing Control  
Security Provision 

Provision of authorities with 
technological tools  for 

efficient border management, 
  
 

making the border secure 

Avoiding of accumulated border 
control data usage by non-

authorized persons and illegal usage 
of data by authorized officers,  

 
making the private data secure 



Efficient border management objectives 

Facilitation and 
promotion of  

migration for genuine 
and valid purposes 

Identification and 
prevention of all forms 

of illegal migration 

Intelligent analyses for 
revealing of suspicious 
and  criminal situations 

Management of 
visas/permissions 
issuance processes 

Analyses of 
migration trends 

Detection of persons 
under criminal / other 

charges by national and 
international law 

enforcement authorities 

Transit flows 
control of persons, 

cargo and 
transport vehicles 

Integration of all 
governmental structures 
with border control and 
management functions  

into unified information 
environment  



Border Management System has to cover 

all aspects of entry and exit of all 
entities - people, vehicles, cargo - that 
cross borders of a country. It has to 
provide comprehensive, on-line, real-
time, integrated information on a 
24x7 basis to help manage the 
borders efficiently. 

In special cases has to allow interaction 
with data from commercial information 
management systems operating at 
airport, seaport, railway station. 



Necessary identifications include 

Identification of persons, prohibited to enter country 

Identification of outgoing persons whose entering into the destination country must be prevented in 
accordance with intergovernmental agreements 

Identification of persons/vehicles under state investigation, Interpol lists and other intergovernmental  
watch-lists 

Identification of unaccompanied under-age travellers 

Identification of persons who present lost, invalid or forged documents 

Identification of person, who presents a document previously used by a person with other personnel data 

Identification of person, who presents a document with personal data coincident with personal data of 
another country  document (if these countries do not have agreement of dual nationality) 

On registration of current passenger, retrieval of all persons with similar document and personal data 



Phonetic based verification of object’s data with Issued Visas Database, 
Wanted People and Interpol Database, Voided Documents Database 

Receipt and initial check of the electronic lists of arriving passengers from the 
ports of origin (as per intergovernmental agreements) and electronic lists of 

departing passengers from ticket booking systems (as per internal legislation) 

Identification of objects through integrated analyses of their past travel or 
movement history, existence in the same groups/situations/relationships 

Necessary identifications include 



Additionally, on multi-directional border crossing points (airports and seaports), 
border management system should prevent illegal migration cases 

Passenger uses genuine document belonging to 
another person 

Checking of biometric data contained in the ID 
document 

Passenger uses forged document 

Integration with ID documents information 
system, which provides border guards with 

microscopic details of documents to be checked 

Passengers exchange their commercial rights 
(for example, boarding passes) in the neutral 

zone and board to the flights for which they are 
not checked-in 

Biometric verification module to link biometric 
data of passenger with his boarding pass and 

border check, and verification them on 
boarding 

Passenger uses forged document at airline check-
in and gets commercial rights to the flight. At the 

border, he presents second genuine  document 
and passes border without  problem. 

Passenger bypasses boarder-guards through 
service  entries of the port. 

Necessary identifications include 



Necessary identifications include 

 
International watch-lists are composed 
with “translations”- some transformation 
of Chinese, Arabic and other surnames and 
names to Latin letters - and this creates a 
lot of mistakes.  

 

On entry of ID documents data, machine 
readers and operators make a lot of 
mistakes 

Data from airline ticket booking systems 
contains a lot of mistakes, as IATA rules 
allow having at least two letters different in 
the ticket and ID document. 

Officer can not be sure that he knows 
correct name of investigated person. 

Main sources of mistakes  on 

identifications 

Phonetic-search engine has to retrieve list of similarly sounding 
name-surname couples, when query is made with incorrect 
spelling and or when data is incorrectly inserted into database. 

Phonetic-search engine has to allow simultaneous work with 
watch-lists and other databases, made in different languages. 
The name/surname can be searched in one language, and all 
phonetically similar names will be retrieved also from watch-
lists/databases in other languages.  

Phonetic based searching algorithm 

Phonetic-search engine has to be fast while operating with huge 
databases, sometimes containing over 500 millions  records. 



Provision of border control efficiency 

Revealing of suspicious and criminal situations 

Transit Flows Analyses 

Migration processes analyses 

The border management system should perform comprehensive analyses against 

whole  country database and also other integrated databases: 

Revealing of correlations 



Revealing of frequent travelers to one or more chosen directions 

Revealing of persons, frequently traveling with the same crew 

Revealing of persons/vehicles, frequently crossing the border together 

Revealing of other relationships (frequent calls, neighborhood, etc) between 
frequently together travelling persons 

Retrieval of different records (border passing, visa issuance, passport issuance, 
declaration as wanted/unwanted, declaration as deported/arrested, etc) on the 

same person (group) in one report and their timeline analysis 

Provision of border control efficiency 
Revealing of corelations 



Migration Processes Analyses 

Detection of citizens of the chosen countries entered the country in frequency, set 
by user 

Detection of persons, entered country from the chosen countries  having 
citizenship of the other/same chosen countries 

Analyses of border crossing flows by various parameters: destinations, origins, 
age groups, border crossing checkpoints, frequency, etc 

Retrieval of foreign citizens in the country at the moment of query 

Detection of persons, who are frequently absent from the country simultaneously 

Provision of border control efficiency 



System Access Control 

Multi-level control of system 
access 

          Designated system forms and 
functions for each user/user type 

            Territorial zone verification 

            Workstation verification 
`

            Staff orders control 

            Working shift verification 

            Password/biometric verification 



Multi-level control of users actions 
in the system 

Report on system user’s actions in the system 
(data inserted by user, data shown to user, 

data modified by user, user ’s actions) 

For each record and declaration of the System 
easy retrieval of responsible user and related 

data (time, workstation, etc) 

Detection of violations in data 
accumulation/processing rules 

Detection of criminal actions by users sides on 
changing of controlled data, etc 

User Actions Control 



User Actions Control 

Enabling law enforcement officers (at police, national 
security, defense and others) two ways of queries: 
 
-Queries with permission to get defined personal 
data. 
 

- Analytical non-personalized queries with desired 
conditions and corelations. In case query returns 
positive result, the officer should get permission to 
receive personal data. 



Thank You! 

Border control systems, that do 
not cover these aspects, can bring 

more problems, than solutions 


